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ABSTRACT 

We propose relations connecting long distance with short 

distance dynamics. These relations are independent of the (apriori 

unknown) matching length scale, and provide interrelations among 

paraneters characterizing soft and hard scattering processes, in 

particular, the observed planar Regge intercept imply an underlying 

field theory mediated by vector gluons. 
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A considerable amount of theoretical work has been done 

on hard scattering processes, especially with the advent of QCD 

theory which enjoys the important property of Asymptotic freedom 

at short distances. 

.However, all such theoretical studies were limited to short 

distances, where presumably perturbative field theory techniques 

apply. Consequently, individual parton degrees of freedom are 

adequate to describe the physics of short distance processes. In 

contrast, in phenomena occuring at long distance scales, the system 

will presumably be described by a collective parton degrees of 

freedom. But field theory, in its present status, cannot cope with 

such a complicated aggregate of parton coordinates. 

In fact, there exist an S-matrix approach which is especially 

suitable for long distance processes, namely "~ne "Dual Topological 

Unitarization" (DTU)" scheme. DTU provides a simple description 

for soft processes where field theory fails to do so. On the other 

hand, hard processes are much simpler to describe by field theory 

than by DTU. Thus, fortunately, the two schemes are complementary. 

It is worthwhile to remark thars- tne collective parton 

coordinates presumably corresponc LC a h&dror:, which is the 

object dxrejctiy dealt with in DTV. Therefore one expects a much 

better understanding of soft processes ir. 2TU tnar: in field theory, 

and vice versa for hard processes. 



Recognizing the basic difficulties in extending DTU to short 

distances and perturbative field theory to long distances, one 

first attempts to apply a correspondence principle, tteaely, one 

assumes the existence of a length scale at which both approaches 

apply. Such a "matching" between the two schemes immediately implies 

a relation between parameters characterizing composite hadror.s and 

elementary fields, the hope is then that a knowledge of DTU 

2) 
dynamics will shed light on the underlying field theory and vice 

versa. In fact this is the case as we shall see below . 

Specifically, we shall see that only a spin 1 glucn is consistent 

with the observed effective planar Regge intercept. The full 

significance of such a result would be more appreciated if one notes 

that hitherto the operative field theory has been found by measurements 

at, at least, two length scales at short distances. However, 

here, a measurement at just one length scale, which actually 

contains the non-perturbative mechanism, is sufficient to distinguish 

between various field theories. 
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One may ask the legitimate question how to fix the "matching" 

length scale, at which, presumably, the two complementary schemes 

are valid? Fortunately, our proposed relations are independent of 

the matching length scale and moreover independent of the field 

theory running coupling strength. The relations however depend on 

the non-perturbative parameters, on the internal structure of the 

gauge group and on the spins of the elementary fields. Such a 

feature may lend a support to the validity of our approach and to 

the physical consequences thereof. 

Our approach is best illustrated in the lowest 1/N approximation, 

4) 2} 

namely the planar topology. In DTC this amounts to dealing with 

amplitudes controlled by normal Reggeons, with no bare pomeron. In 

perturbative field theory this restricts us to observablos consisting 

of only quark operators with gluons degrees of freedom being summed 

over. Such an observable operator is exactly FJ{X,Q'') , the well 

known flavor non-singlet , measured m neutrino-hadron deep 

inelastic scattering. 

First define the variable 

T = Cn ;V A2 (1} 

with .'. being the hadronic scale. Call *. the "matching" distance, 

-. - ,n 4'. 2 12) 

and we emphasize already at this point that the results in this work 

are independent of both Q and .'.. 
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The non-perturbative input i s taken «• 

F 3 l x ' V ' B ( V *"*° a~x)m° <3) 

where fro* the point of view of DTU, A is an effective Regge 

intercept* coupled at'the vertex of the vector and the axial vector 

currents. 

It should be remarked that actually eq. (3) is an ansatz, 

which interpolates the behavior near the Regge limit (x-+0) and the 

resonances for* factor limit (X"+l). However, such an ansatz is 

strongly supported by phenomenology. Therefore we adopt a 

similar ansatz also for T>T^, in which domain partor.s cascading 

mechanism is playing a role. In fact, our study below is restricted 

to values of T which are infinitesimally close to T , since the 

proposed relations originate from derivatives of structure 

functions with respect to T at the point Tp. Consequently, our 

ansatz at T . 

First, let us find the behavior near x*0 for T>T . To do 

o 

t h i s , remember that from the A l tare l l i -Par i s i (AP) cascading 

equations one has 

n ° - i 0 l ANSa(T) 

J 
n - i « 

where 

Mn(T ) S dx x"'1 F. .IX,- i = £IT ; B i n - - , -fm 
" O f J O O C O 



'Lw »(T) 5 - ^ dT , (6) 

NS Here, a(T) is the running coupling and A is the corresponding 

anomalous dimension, which reads, for vector gluons 

V» t-2
k;2 r w t ^ i r 

C (R) [-2«i<n+l>-2Y+3/2+ 1 

(7) 

2 L v ' n(n+l)' 

and for scalar gluons 

AnS = C2(R> [ - | + n 7 W ] ,8> 

In eq. (6J, V(z) is the logarithmic derivative of T(z) and y is 

the Euler's constant. Also, C_,(R) is a Casimir operator in the 

quark color space, it depends on the structure of the color group, 

but need not be specified here. 

Note that T is taken very near ~. and hence a(t; , m eq. (6) , 

can be made arbitrarily small. Remembering this, one immediately 

finds from eqs. i4)-(5J, NS 

F.(x,-) *- ir ) .'e c x" ° + 
3 x<^ ° " 

(9) 

- | C,(K,a< ') 
B(-.- ,1-m } C^(Rial:) x , 

Clearly, the second term in eq. <9j is a direct result of the partons 

cascading mechanism, which stems from the perturbative two quarks 

NS state singularity at n-C, residing in the anomalous dimension A 

Not surprisingly, since perturbative mechanism does not fully 



A«.(T, JNS,(T) ^ ( t ) 

F3(x,T) % B(T0)e ° x ° • B(T0)B(-X0,l*Bo)e ° a(T)x 

***' (5) 
where 

.HS _ U a ..NS 1. ,., 
Ao = n • o (An " K5 <6> 

Note that eq. (5) is, strictly speaking, valid for values of T suffi

ciently near to T such that a(T)£n 1/x « 1. If this condition is 

not fulfiled, a Modified Bessel function will replace the perturabtive 

1/2 ters in eq. (5), nanely I (2(a(T)£n 1/x) ). However, the crucial 
1 

point is that both x~2*'T' and I, (2(aCT)£n 1/x)1' ) break factoriza

tion which is a signature of a perturbative nechanisn. For phenoneno-

logical purposes, the font in eq. (5) is clearly nore convenient than 

a form with a Modified Bessel function, f.nd it nay actually be 

adopted even farther froa T . 

Near.x-1 one expects that F, will be proportional to (1-x) l ' 

with n(T } = • , and together with eq. (5) one finally car. write 

F3(x,T) - B(T0){l-x)
m(T)[e 

(7) 
CT) -^O(T) «* •(- '" 

• B(-Xo,l*«o) e " a(T) x ] 

To leading order, the Gross-Llewellyn-Smith1 sum-rule is 

obeyed, that is, for a proton target, 

1 

j dx F-(x,T) - 3 (8) 

leading to 
»NS 
\a(T) *o a<T> 

6(To)[e ° B(l-Xo,l*n(T))*B(-X0 ,l*no)e ° 

a(T)B(l - ±a(T),l*n(T))J • 3 
(9) 



In the special case of T « T , this provides a relation between the 

non-perturbative parameters, 6 ( T ) and \,i* 0- Eqs. (7) and (9) 

explicitly exhibit that the functions appearing in eq. (1) are indeed 

not independent and provide the interrelations between then. 

It should be emphasized again that the first term in eq. (7) 

dominates in the Regge limit x « 1 (for \ > 0) and moreover the 

power is independent of the reaction and of the external currents 

masses. Thus this power has the prospect of being related to a Regge 

intercept. On the other hand the power of the second term in eq. (7) 

is, although reaction independent, affected by the external currents 

masses Cor the probed length scale) and hence cannot be related what

soever to any factorizable Regge .singularity.Note that the parametri-

zation in eq. (7) will be valid as long as y a(T) < X . 

In passing, we remark that the behavior near x=l is, as expected, 

reaction dependent both in the non-perturbative and perturbative 

domains, since it is essentially an s-channel mechanism (or a form 

factor). 

In phenomenological studies it is customary to introduce the 

variable 

,2 

Jin 
inS_1 

A' 

Jin *8 

(10) 

With this variable one assumes in eq. (7) 

m(s) » m • ID'S 
0 (11) 

a(s) » a's 

and altogether there are six parameters to be fitted from data. 
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namely 8(T„)«•-«•' A. , a' and A (A does not appear to first order 

o 

in s). However due to the restriction in eq. (9) the number of inde

pendent parameters is reduced to four. This is similar, as far as the 

number of free parameters is concerned, to the standard fit 
n.(s) n (s) 

BCs)x (1-x) with. nj(s) * HjCOj • nj s (i-1,2), where S(s) is 

then determined from eq. (8). But, as already mentioned above, our 

proposed form in eq. (7) (together with eqs. (11) and (9)) is more 

theoretically motivated. Moreover, the parameters have a direct 

physical meaning and theoretical implications. Indeed, as repeatedly 

emphasized, X may be directly related to a Regge intercept. Also a' 

directly measures the running coupling at t«T (or s=0), that is from 

eq. (4) one has 

a ' • To - a r 2 - '12> 

Finally thetfitted A, may be used to directly test whether a given 
o 

field theory is consistent with experimental measurements. This is 

MS 
simply done by taking the theoretical anomalous dimension A' and 

continuing it to the measured value of \ (which is usually a fractional 

number}. The result of this continuation should be approximately equal 

NS 
to the measured A', *, otherwise the considered field theory is elimina-

' o » 

ted at once. For example, such a procedure may eliminate scalar gluons 

and confirm their vector nature. 

For covpletness we write down the two component model, eqs. {I), 

(7), in a form which already contains the restriction in eq. L9) and 

is ready for a phenomenological analysis. Namely 

F.tx.s) = tl-x^^^SjisJx"" 0 - 5,is) x-v(s>! Vl", 
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with 

m(s) « m • n's 

i (1-X • * ) ^ a ' s . -, 

<vs> - Bd-Ci»v i1 — T ^ - e »i i4 ••».i*-0-
,«)J 

3(.-V % ) ? a's . 
S,(s) = j e a 's 

£n OVA "J 

Y ( s ) 

Jtn 
Q 

Note that the inclusion of A may be very useful since its experimen

tal determination allows a double check of the underlying perturabtive 

f^eld theory, (see eq. (6)J in addition to the measured anomalous 

NS 
dimension at the "Regge intercept" A , that is A. 

o 

Although the proposed twq component model, eqs. (!') and (13j, 

seems a somewhat more involved than the standard fit, we beleive 

that the clear disentangling of the non-perturbative and pertubative 

mechanisms may be instructive both pnenomenoJogically and theoretically. 

In particular it may shed light on the possible interrelations 

between long distance and short distance dynamics, controlling, 

respectively, the non-perturbative and perturbative components. 

It is worthwhile to remark that for P. the kegge and scaling 

limits are interchangable . This is due to the non-perturbative 

singularity at \ being leading relative to the perturbative singula

rity; Namely in eq. i\) one has v<.s; ** '• • 

We now briefly discuss the singlet channel, e.g. the structure 

function F,ix,:.. Assume that the non-perturbative singularity is 
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X % 0,2 is quite in accordance with a typical effective planar Reggeon. 

Also, as expected, the constraint in eq. (18) is very sensitive 

to A but not to * . 

o — — o 

Thus, not only that the non-perturbative iiput excludes 

scalar gluons, but also it indicates an underlying field theory 

mediated by vector gluons. 

What is responsible for the crucial difference between 

scalar and vector gluons? The answer is given in the corresponding 

anomalous dimensions, which determine the perturbative cascading 

mechanism. Namely, the difference between eq. (7) and (8) is the 

sum i 1/k, which directly stems from the infra-reJ behavior of a 

k=2 
vector gluon interaction. This sum tends to logn for n>>lr leading 
to eq. (16). In addition when .Z 1/k is analytically continued 

to n=V^0.2, it generates a negative term, giving a positive 
o 

contribution to the l.h.s. of eq. (18), thus allowing a consistent 

acceptable solution for eq. (18). It is exactly this feature which 

is.missing in scalar gluon interaction, for which, therefore, the 

l.h.s. of eq. (19) is always considerably negative for a 

physically reasonable >» and m . 

Can the internal symmetry group be infered from a similar 

analysis, as presented above? This question is of crucial importance, 

because in particular, it may teach us something about the triple 

gluon coupling, namely about the non-abelian nature of the parton 

interaction. However, as we have ieen above, a study of ~_ is 

inadequate for such a purpose; one must investigate the singlet 

sector, where a mixing occurs between "-wc gluons and two quarks 

states. Such a study should be carried out in the \,N~ level ox 
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both DTU (i.e. the "cylinder") and perturbative field theory 

(i.e. gluons exchange). It is clearly more involved and hopefully 

will be dealt with in the near future. 

To summarize, the present work suggests that the apparently 

unrelated non-perturbative and perturbative mechanisms, notwithstanding 

remember and know abou* -uch other. 
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